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Who we are – Foresight Associates
• Boutique management consultancy
• Founded in 2011

• Located in downtown Minneapolis
(Loring Park)
• Work across many industries:
• Food and Beverage
• Consumer Products
• Pharmaceuticals
• Health Care
• Retail
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Who we are - Management Team
Vittorio Raimondi is the Founder and Managing Director of Foresight Associates, established in March 2011. In his 18+ years of consulting, Vittorio has specialised in
exploring new ways to apply system dynamics and scenario modelling to consumer data. He has done this in several industries, including Food & Beverage, Pharmaceuticals,
Healthcare, Financial Services and FMCG.

Tammy Kwiatkowski is currently our Operations/ HR manager, she has worked at Foresight since 2013 leading HR, Finance, IT and Internal operations.

She brings

over 15 years’ experience in these areas. This versatility allows her to play a critical role for the management of the company.

Andrew Glor leads projects focused on linking marketing activities to consumer behavior, as well as new product innovation, sales funnel attribution and pricing
strategy. He has provided insights and guidance in categories including packaged food, beverages, spirits and software.

Mick Hedberg has been with Foresight since 2015, leading projects focused on the development and implementation of tools and frameworks to support brand
planning, with a focus in asset & sponsorship strategy. Mick currently manages projects focused on both building and auditing short-term and long-term brand plans,
performance tracking & measurement, and portfolio strategy.

Nick Lucas has worked at Foresight since 2014, managing and leading projects focused on FMCG business modeling, consumer segmentation, and OBPPC optimization,
with specialized expertise in dynamic modeling and simulation/data exploration tool development. Nick is currently a Principal at Foresight with has 5+ year of experience in
data science and management consulting. He has worked extensively in the food and beverage sector and is responsible for development of many of the business modeling
and data exploration tools used at Foresight.
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Our Belief.
2. Identify
points of
leverage

Real growth is increasingly difficult.
The environment is more & more fragmented –

targets, channels, media, stakeholders, competition.

1. Reveal
structure &
causality

Enable
Growth

3. Create
coherent
strategies

This is a challenge to coherent strategy and planning.

4. Align
Resources
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Our Approach.
Data-Driven Insights | we design models that maximize the value of your existing data and combine
multiple sources into one cohesive view

Collaborative Process | we bring expertise in filling data gaps and leveraging management
knowledge through workshops & data triangulation techniques
Practical, Customized Solutions | we have a philosophy, not off-the-shelf tools; we start with a
whiteboard and deliver to your needs and timeline
Consumer-centric Approach | we start from how consumers think and behave, then quantify the
unique pathways impacting your business
Forward-looking Analytics | we project consumer behavior into the future to anticipate risks,
evaluate strategies, and set meaningful targets
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Our clients
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Global reach and multicultural

Live workshops in 20+ markets

Workshop design & facilitation
Cross-functional (marketing,
insights, commercial, finance)

Short-term and long-term planning
Embedding tools, frameworks and
language
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What we do (and where we fit)
Branding & Communication

Strategic Planning & Facilitation
Qualitative research &
Focus Groups

Creative agencies

Research

Strategy

Consumer Segmentation &
Dynamic Modeling
Syndicated data
Database management

Data Science

Statistical Analysis & Decision Science
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What we offer
Strategic Planning
& Facilitation

Consumer Segmentation
& Dynamic modeling

+ Econometric modeling for
long range scenario planning

+ Identification and
Decomposition of growth
pathways

+ Tool and process to audit
marketing plans
+ Cross functional international
workshops

+ Market segmentations and
switching analyses
+ Business simulations, leverage
point analysis, scenario
modeling

Statistical Analysis
& Decision Sciences
+ Brand adoption pathways
using advanced analytics
+ Cannibalization and lifetime
value

+ New product uptake
+ Asset evaluation

Project work – a cyclical process
Have a Hypothesis
you want to test
If results are inconclusive,
reexamine how it can be tested

Simplify the final results
and Tell the Story

Run a Test
Incorporate feedback
Incorporate feedback

Simplify the initial
results and Share
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Value Added

Our challenge - balance complexity and value added in our
models

Complexity
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Nicholas Schaefer – Senior Associate – Introduction
• Graduated from UMN CSE in May 2017 – Major in Industrial and Systems
Engineering, Minor in Statistics
• Joined Foresight Associates in July 2017 as a Business Analyst
• In just over 3 years I have worked on projects for:

• Coca-Cola

Johnson & Johnson Vision Care

• Beam Suntory

Kellogg’s

• HelpSystems
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Foresight Associates Experience – A Small Company

• Small Company
• Culture
• Visibility
• Experience
• Professional growth / investment in employees
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Foresight Associates Experience – A Local Company With Global
Reach
• Local Company
• Minneapolis HQ
• Downtown Office

• Global Reach
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Foresight Associates Experience – The Management Consulting
Industry
• Management Consulting
• Client facing
• Art and science

• Travel
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Foresight Associates Experience – Project-Based Work

• Project-Based Work
• Diverse activities
• New skills

• Innovation
• Collaboration
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Jack Hallman – Business Analyst – Introduction
• Graduated from UMN CLA in May 2020 – Majors in Statistics and Political
Science
• Joined Foresight Associates in June as a Business Analyst
• In the past 5 months I have worked on projects for:

• Coca-Cola

Hewlett-Packard

•
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Foresight Associates Experience
• Small Company
• Adaptability
• Less hierarchical environment
• Opportunity to leverage unique skills

• Dynamic Work
• No week looks the same
• New problems with each project
• Creative solutions

• Starting Remote/During COVID
• WFH environment
• Connecting with coworkers remotely
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Project Summary – Structural Equation Modelling (SEM)

Background:
Coca-Cola has databases that include information about consumers (consumption and
perceptions) and information about beverage ‘occasions’.
One challenge posed by the high number of variables tracked is the ability to prioritize
which variables are most likely to influence consumer behavior.

Objectives:
To use structural equation modelling (SEM) to identify a set of variables that influence
consumers to drink Coca-Cola, and which of the variables have the largest impact.
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Source: Foresight Associates Analysis

How do you simplify a complex approach?
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Illustrating the Approach
The approach is broken down into two high-level stages:
1)

Optimization: Use various approaches to remove variables from the model in order to identify the ‘highest impact’ variables

2)

Actionability: We add back into the model certain variables that were less impactful in order to identify additional important relationships and provide a
richer view of what drives incidence

We run iterative tests to identify extraneous
variables and identify the most optimal model with
fewest possible variables
We use direct and indirect correlation
measurements to identify key variables and
develop hypothetical models

We use statistical methods to identify natural
variable groupings and apply judgement to identify
synthetic groupings to reduce the total variable list

We remove variables that do not fit into the analysis
for structural reasons (i.e., reasons for decreasing
consumption, lower level occasions, etc.)
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Source: Foresight Associates Analysis

How do you visualize the process?
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Illustrating the Approach cont.
Optimization

Factor &
Correlations Analysis
Recursive
Modelling
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Source: Foresight Associates Analysis

How do you determine the complexity of the
model?
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Illustrating the Approach cont.
Model strength (% of Variance Explained) by the % of total variables included

Including all variables

The “optimal” model

Just “Favorite Brand”
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Source: Foresight Associates Analysis

How do you present intermediate outputs?
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SPSS Outputs for factor analysis

FROM…
Is a genuine and authentic brand

.765

.148

.072

Goes well with food

.755

.243

.029

Is a brand I love

.717

.397

-.011

Is for someone like me

.707

.408

-.059

Is worth what it costs

.702

.313

.016

Tastes better than other soft drinks

.657

.464

-.040

Is cool

.636

.377

.089

Is higher quality than other soft drinks

.625

.399

.043

Is unique and different from other soft drinks

.150

.798

.027

Is more refreshing than other soft drinks

.427

.682

-.036

Is an uplifting drink

.448

.641

.059

Is energizing

.349

.641

.076

Is a thirst quenching brand

.459

.573

-.021

Is not as healthy as other soft drinks

.040

.038

.991
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Source: Bev360 Jan14 – Mar 17. Foresight Associates Analysis. Figures shown are based on teens (13-18) only, but factor grouping hold for adults (19+). Certain factors have been divided into synthetic variables
based on collaborative / qualitative review with the intention of enhancing usability / actionability (ex., Taste & Brand Affinity could be part of a single factor, but have been broken into two synthetic variables).
Factor analysis was conducted on most of the Bev360 variable sets; those not shown here are included in the appendix.

Factor Analysis was used to simplify the variables being used in our model

TO…
Key Bev360 Variable Factor Analysis Summary
Variable Group

Factor

2) Brand Affinity

CSD Brand
Imageries

3) Taste
4) Refreshing & Unique
5) Uplifting & Energizing

Variable

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Is a genuine and authentic brand

0.765

0.148

0.072

Is a brand I love

0.717

0.397

-0.011

Is for someone like me

0.707

0.408

-0.059

Is worth what it costs

0.702

0.313

0.016

Is cool

0.636

0.377

0.089

Is higher quality than other soft drinks

0.625

0.399

0.043

Goes well with food

0.755

0.243

0.029

Tastes better than other soft drinks

0.657

0.464

-0.04

Is unique and different from other soft drinks

0.15

0.798

0.027

Is more refreshing than other soft drinks

0.427

0.682

-0.036

Is a thirst quenching brand

0.459

0.573

-0.021

Is an uplifting drink

0.448

0.641

0.059

Is energizing

0.349

0.641

0.076
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Source: Bev360 Jan14 – Mar 17. Foresight Associates Analysis. Figures shown are based on teens (13-18) only, but factor grouping hold for adults (19+). Certain factors have been divided into synthetic variables
based on collaborative / qualitative review with the intention of enhancing usability / actionability (ex., Taste & Brand Affinity could be part of a single factor, but have been broken into two synthetic variables).
Factor analysis was conducted on most of the Bev360 variable sets; those not shown here are included in the appendix.

How do you present final outputs?
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Explaining outputs
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CBL & Bev360 Data Jan 14 – Mar 17. Foresight Associates Analysis. Numbers shown are standardized regression weights, certain relationships with lower
relative impact are not shown in this map for visual effect (See slide x for full map)

Model outputs from AMOS needed a makeover
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Source: Foresight Associate Analysis

Walking through the journey – Consumers
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CBL & Bev360 Data Jan 14 – Mar 17. Foresight Associates Analysis. Numbers shown are standardized regression weights, certain relationships with lower
relative impact are not shown in this map for visual effect (See appendix for full map)

Walking through the journey – Occasions
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CBL & Bev360 Data Jan 14 – Mar 17. Foresight Associates Analysis. Numbers shown are standardized regression weights, certain relationships with lower
relative impact are not shown in this map for visual effect (See appendix for full map)

Full Model Output
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CBL & Bev360 Data Jan 14 – Mar 17. Foresight Associates Analysis. Numbers shown are standardized regression weights, certain relationships with lower
relative impact are not shown in this map for visual effect (See appendix for full map)

Give a Simple Summary of the Insights
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CBL & Bev360 Data Jan 14 – Mar 17. Foresight Associates Analysis. *Numbers shown are standardized total effects, which consider all of the various
pathways through which a given variable impacts incidence.

Insights in action
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Learnings about working with clients…
• Balance of art and science
• The most technically accurate model may not be the most useful or insightful
• Make sure your model is strong enough that the you and the client can be
confident trusting the results
• Taking in their insight and point of view
• In most cases the client is more familiar with the business or questions you are
trying to answer
• If they are open/available to help, use the client as a resource to confirm you are
asking the right questions and creating outputs that are useful

• Understand scope and timeline
• As with all project-based work, confirming an accurate scope and timeline in the
beginning will save a lot of headaches later on
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THANK YOU
FIND US ON LINKED IN:
• NICHOLAS SCHAEFER SCHAEFER@4SIGHTASSOCIATES.COM
• JACK HALLMAN
JACK@4SIGHTASSOCIATES.COM

WE ARE ANTICAPTING AN OPEN POSITION IN JANUARY, PLEASE GET IN
TOUCH IF YOU ARE INTERESTED. EMAIL YOUR CV AND COVER LETTER TO:

TAMMY@4SIGHTASSOCIATES.COM
This report is solely for the use of client personnel. No part of it may be circulated, quoted, or reproduced for distribution outside the client organization.
This material was used by Foresight Associates during an oral presentation; it is not a complete record of the discussion.

